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Installation of Pixielite

Junction BoxCable between
junction box and 
power supply

Power supply

Pixielite String

Velcro

Pixielite String

zip-ties Pixielite String

If installed in a tree, run large 
2-core cable from power supply at 
base of tree up trunk to junction 
box located in centre of tree.  
Hawko recommend minimum cable 
of 10mm2 for this main power 
cable to avoid voltage drop. Cut/
Run Pixielite strings from junction 
box to suit each branch. 
(please take note of maximum run lengths 
recommended in Pixielite catalogue page).

For long term installation in 
trees, Hawko recommends that 
straight runs are made along 
the length of branches fastened 
with overlapped double sided UV 
stabilised Velcro tape.  This allows 
the Pixielite string to stay in place 
as the tree grows. 

If mounting Pixielite to solid 
structures, use UV stabilised zip 
ties to hold string in place.

Please note wrapping Pixielite string around 
tree is only recommended if removing after 
no more than 2 months due to tree growth 
breaking cables.

Step One

Step Two

Step Three

DO NOT USE stapes to install 
string as it will pierce string and 
create a short circuit.
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Installation of Edgelite

When mounting LED Edgelite 
direct to surface, Hawko 
recommends that the installer 
uses an adhesive silicone to 
fix in place. Please note that 
Hawko Edgelite does not have a 

Screw down mounting channel 
with suitable fasteners at 
minimum of 1 fastener per mtr.  
Hawko recommends putting 
silicone over all fasteners to avoid 
any moisture penetration into 
mounting channel. 

Option 1 Step One
Mounting Edgelite Direct

Option 2 Step One
Using Mounting Channel

lifetime guarantee and must 
be installed in a method that 
allows for its removal. It is the 
responsibility of the installer 
to make sure the correct 
adhesive is used to suit the 
mounting surface.

If being recessed, the mounting 
channel can either be fixed with 
fasteners as per previous, or, 
fixed in place using an adhesive 
silicone. It is the responsibility 
of the installer to make sure the 
correct fastener/adhesive is used 
to suit the mounting surface.

Option 2 Step One
Using Mounting Channel
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2mm 

Drill a hole through middle tray 
section. Ensure the hole is free 
from burs, and insert a grommet to 
feed power cable through.  

Alternatively, using long nose pliers, 
grab the end of the middle section 
and pull-up to tear section out of 
the way. 

Run a bead of silicone adhesive 
along the step out in the 
mounting channel and push 
Edgelite down into place to form 
a seal.

Leave a 2-3mm gap between 
Edgelite lengths to allow for 
expansion. Use a silicone 
adhesive to seal the gap.

It is the responsibility of 
the installer throughout the 
installation process to maintain 
the IP rating.

Run the main power cable from 
power supply along the base 
of the mounting channel. Join 
the tail from the Edgelite onto 
the main feed cable.  It is the 
responsibility of the installer to 
ensure that all power connections 
are IP rated to suit installation.

Step Two

Step Three

Step Four

Step Five
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NeonFLEX

Slide PC Cover over light fitting 
making sure writing is at the 
bottom and the closed end is 
away from end it is connecting to.

Step One

Step Two

Use the skinny plastic separator 
to get access between PCB and 
PVC tape. 

Once gap is created push end-
cap/power feed cap pins between 
PCB and PVC tape leaving a 
2-5mm gap btween the two.

Spread sides of anti-skid clip (no 
more than 45 degrees to prevent 
clip breaking) to allow clip bottom 
to be pushed against bottom of 
fitting. 
Line Clip up with edge of fitting 
leaving tab to over hang and 
press sides into fitting.

Step Three

bottom

Snap

 

End

If no end-cap installation is required skip to Step Five.

PCB Tape PVC Tape

anti-skid clip

PC Cover
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Slide ‘U’ shape steel plate in the 
provided slots to line up with 
corrinsponing grooves in end-
cap/power cap and the anti-skid 
clip.

Once ‘U’ shape steel plate is as 
far in as possible slide the PC 
cover over everything until it 
meets with end-cap/power cap.

Step Four

Step Five

Step Six

fastern Aluminimum channel 
where required using fasteners 
supplied. Remove clips from 
channel by squeezing and pulling 
out at the same time.  

Line clips up with where they 
were removed from the channel 
and sqeeze the clip around the 
NeonFLEX. Push NeonFLEX with 
clips firmly back into the groove 
in the channel where the clips 
were removed from creating a 
firm grip around the NeonFLEX.

Step Seven

To Remove the NeoenFLEX from 
channel after it has been installed 
by squeezing and pulling clip in 
the channel again.

10-20mm gap

Channel clips

Channel clips

Mounting ChannelPower Feed Join

‘U’ shape Steel Plate

PC Cover
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NeonFLEX

Do not bend smaller than 120mm 
diameter curve

Do not bend neonFLEX with light 
source on outer face of curve

Do not twist Do not bend neonFLEX with light 
source on inner face of curve

120mm Diameter
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Contact
Ph: (07) 5491 5800
FAX: (07) 5491 5984

E-mail: info@hawko.com.au
Web: www.hawko.com.au

Address: 5 Development Ct,
Caloundra Queensland 4551


